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The motion of plasma, in the electromagnetic field, which shall comply with the mo-
tion law of the electromagnetic field, and shall comply with the motion law of fluid mechan-
ics. On the one hand, the fluid dynamic equations must be added into the electromagnetic
force action; on the other hand, the current must be added into the maxwell’s equations. The
simultaneous equations is the magnetic mechanics basic equations, and called magnetohy-
drodynamics equations.The motion of compressible, viscous self-gravitating or electrostat-
ic fluids can be expressed by Navier-Stokes-Poisson equations. In the 19th century, this
two equations, have catched lots of mathematician’s research, and they have gotten various
results, including existence, uniqueness, stability, the existence for stationary solutions. In
this thesis, our work is focused on the mathematical theoretical investigation of the MHD
and N-S-P equations, the results of this thesis can be brought under three headingsµ
1. Consider the global behavior of weak solutions of the equations of compressible
magnetohydrodynamic flows in time in a bounded three-dimesion domain-arbitrary forces.
Under certain restrictions imposed on the adiabatic constant γ, proved that total energy is
still bounded when the external force is bounded§and obtained the asymptotic behavior of
trajectories and the existence of global compact attractors.
2. Study the local equation of energy for weak solutions of 3D (MHD) equations
mainly. Define a dissipation term D(u, B) which stems from an eventual lack of smoothness
in the solution, and then get a local equation of energy for weak solutions of 3D (MHD)
equations. Finally Consider the 2D case at the end of this paper.
3. Study the global well-posedness issue for the barotropic compressible Navier-
Stokes-Poisson system in the whole space RN with N ≥ 3. The global existence and u-
niqueness of the strong solution is shown in the framework of hybrid Besov spaces. The
initial velocity has the same critical regularity index as for the incompressible homoge-
neous Navier-Stokes equations. The proof lies on uniform estimate for a mixed hyperbol-
ic/parabolic linear system with a convection term.
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